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ABSTRACT

Artificial neural networks is an advanced topic which provides
hydraulic and environmental engineers with a strong tool for
estimating missing information to be used for design purposes and
management practice. In this study, a neural networks is used to
estimate the natural sediment discharge in rivers in terms of
sediment concentration. This is achieved by training the network to
extrapolate data collected from reliable sources. Selecting an
appropriate neural networks structure and a training algorithm as
well as providing data to the network are addressed using a
constructive algorithm called back-propagation algorithm (BPA).
Sensitivity analysis is performed for flowand sediment parameters.
The predicted sediment concentrations agreed well with the
measured ones.

Keywords: Sediment transport, natural rivers, neural networks,
back propagation algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamics of sediments in streams andrivers is a complex process and it
depends on variety of variables and
parameters. Several approaches have been
presented to estimate sediment discharge
by using similarity principle, Engelund
Hansen [l], dimensional analysis, Brownlie
[2], or analytic power models, Yang [3],
among others. A simple look on those
previous approaches, it is recognized that
the presented relations are nonlinear in
form.In order to get a discrete formula to be
used, some effective parameters should be
disregarded, and of course the accuracy of
the predicted results will decrease.
Moreover,it is well known that the incipient
motion of sediment particles in alluvial
streams is probabilistic in nature. Thus,
equations with concrete form for sediment
discharge can not provide accurate
estimates.

Recently, neural network as a
technique has been successfully applied to
many applications in civil engineering;
structural engineering, hydrology and flood
discharges, as well as in many other fields.
As far as the writer knows, the technique is
not deeply examined yet for fluvial
engineering and sediment transport. This
paper evaluates the applicability of neural
network approach on sediment transport
and environmental problems using the
back-propagation algorithm developed by
Rumelhart, et. al.[4]. Several trials are done
to decide the effective input parameters and
to design the suitable architecture of the
network. The results showed that the
neural network approach is providing a
good prediction compared to the
conventional models. Also, the results
showed that the neural network approach
may not require omitting variables or
smoothing on the data set. The model can
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Figure 1 Feed-forward multilayer network

building block of the network. The node
sums the product of the inputs and the
connection weights from the nodes ofthe
previous layer and then limits it by a
nonlinear threshold function.

Figure 2 Functional model of a node simulated neuron

The net input to the j'th node is

The net output of the j'th node is given by

where f is the activation function. In
calculating the output of the node,
activation function may be in the form of a

be applied to estimate contaminant
sediment quantities in natural streams in
case of existence of contaminant sources.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
The Network Architecture

An artificial neural network (ANN)is a
processing device, either an algorithm, or
actual hard~are, whose design was
motivated by the design and functioning of
human brains and components thereof. It is
a net of many simple processors, units,
each possibly having a local memory. The
units are connected by unidirectional
communication channels, connections,
which carry numeric data. The units
operate only on their local data and on the
inputs they receive via the connections.
Most neural networks have some sort of
training rule whereby the weights of
connections are adjusted on basis of
presented pattems.

The semilinear feed forward net as
reported by Rumelhart, et al. [4]has been
found to be effective system for learning
discriminates for pattems· from a body of
examples. In general, such a net is made up
of sets of nodes arranged in layers. The
outputs of nodes in one layer are
transmitted to nodes in another layer
through links that amplify or inhibit such
outputs through weighting factors. Except
for the input layer nodes, the net input to
each node is the sum of the weighted
outputs of the nodes in the prior layer. Each
node is activated in accordance with the
input to the node, the activation function of
the node, and the bias of the node. Figure
1, shows a general feed-forward multilayer
ANN,including a hidden layer.

The components of an input pattem
constitute the inputs to the nodes in layer i
representing a set of variables (X1,X2, ... ,xn).
Outputs of nodes in that layer may be taken
equal to inputs, or inputs can be
normalized in the sense to be scaled to fall
between the values of 0 and +1.

The output layer generally consists
of multiple nodes (01,02, ..... OJ ), sometimes,
it has a single variable o. A node, shown in
Figure 2, simulated neuron, is the basic
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threshold function, in which the output of
the node is generated if a threshold level is
reached. The sigmoidal activation function,
see [5],is presented as follows,

1
(3)

where a. is the shaping ratio of function f,
and the parameter 8j serves as a threshold
or bias. Positive 8j is to shift the activation
function to the left along the horizontal
axis, or modify the shape of sigmoid
function, (Adjustment of this value can
speed up convergence during learning).
Similarly,

The derivative of the error function E
with respect to any weight in the network is
in proportional to the incremental change of
weights. For generalization of the General
Delta Rule (GDR),the weight change for the
pair fromj'th to k'th nodes can be set as

8E
~Wki =-8-- (8)

a-lIkf

where E is the learning rate. The error E,
may be expressed in terms of outputs Ok,

which is the nonlinear output of the node k,
as presented in Equation 5. The partial
derivative oE / Owkj can be evaluated using
the chain rule, and Equation 4, thus

where netk is the input to the k'th node and
by definition is the weighted linear sum of
all the outputs from the previous layer. The
corresponding outputs

(4)

(5)

~Wkf
=8 8k° (9)} where

8k

8E
=

- (10)
metk

Again, using chain rule for 8k , and get
the derivative of Equation 7, yields for
output-layer node k,

1 "" ')
Ep = "2 ~( fpk - °pk r (6)

and the average system error, with omitting
the p subscript for conveniences, is

General Delta Rule (GDR)
In the learning phase of training such a

net, the pattem xp is presented as input,
therefore, the net is asked to adjust the set
of weights in all the connecting links and
also all the thresholds in the nodes such
that the desired outputs tpk are obtained at
the output nodes. Once the net has
accomplished this adjustment, another pair
of xp and tpk is presented, and ask that the
net learn that association too. In general,
the actual outputs 0pk will not be the same
as the target or desired (target) value tpk .
For each pattem, the square of error is

8k = (tk - Ok) i(netk) (12)

In case of using one hidden layer or multi
layers, weights do not affect output nodes
directly.
Symbols i, j , k will represent input, hidden,
and output layer, respectively. Thus,

OE
~w .. = - - = 880. (13)

fl a-v . } I
fl

where 8J = -BE/ao / (net j) However, the
factor -oE/ooj cannot be evaluated directly.
Thus it maY be presented in other
quantities that can be evaluated,

6E ,,6E enetk" lE iJ--=- L..----= L..(---)-Lw 0
Cb} k ihetk Cb} k ihetk Cb}} kJ}

c3E

=2:( --~-) l1'lg = IOk wig (14)
k onet~ k

(7)1 "" ')E = L.( fA - Ok r
2 k
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Thus, evaluating the output(s) in a feed-forward
manner. The errors at the output(s)
generally will be quite large, which
necessitates changes in the weights. Using
the back-propagation procedure, the net
calculates ~pWji for all the Wji in the netfor
that particular p. This procedure is repeated
for all the pattems in the training setto
yield the resulting ~Wji for all the weightsfor
that one presentation. The correction tothe
weights are made and the output(s) are
again evaluated in feed-forward manner.
Discrepancies between actual and target
output values again result in evaluationof
weight changes. After complete presentation
of all patterns in the traini.."lgset, a newset
of weights is obtained and new outputs are
again evaluated in feed-forward manner.
The net can be made to track the system
error and also the errors for individual
pattems. In a successful learning exercise,
system error will decrease with the number
of iterations, and the procedure will
converge to a stable set of weights, which
exhibit only small fluctuation in value as
further learning is attempted. This is called
"back-propagation" because the compu
tation of the 8's implemented by propa
gation error signals backward through the
network.

NAGY

(17)

( 16)

(15)

If the j nodes are output-layer nodes,

In particular, if the Oj is represented by
a sigmoidal function, see[4],

10.=-------- (19)

J l+exp[ -a (LwjiOj +8)]

However, if the j'th nodes are intemal
nodes, then we need to evaluate Opj in terms
of b's at a higher layer; that is,

Opj = J;(netpj) LOpk wA] (18)
k

That is, the deltas at an inten"lalnode
can be evaluated in terms of the deltas at
an upper layer. Summarizing, and using the
additional subscript p to denote the pattem
number,

then
&J.

_J_=o (l-o)a (20)
&let J J .

J

Then Equations 12 and 18 may be modified
by the followingtwo expressions :
Opk (tpk - 0pk) 0pk (1- 0pk) a (21)

(22)

for the output-layer and hidden-layer units,
respectively.

Back-Propagation Algorithm
The learning procedure consists of the

net starting offwith a random set of weight
value, choosing one of the training-set
pattems, and, using that pattem as input,

DETERMINATION OF SEDIMENT
DISCHARGE

The artificial neural network seems the
appropriate approach to predict the
sediment discharge in terms of sediment
concentration Cs (ppm) using all the basic
parameters of fluvial hydraulics. The
pertinent variables of river hydraulics are
water discharge per unit width q, flow
velocity u, water depth h, total energy slope
S, bed shear stress g, sediment discharge
per unit width qt, median sediment
diameter dSO,geometric standard deviation
O'g, sediment and fluid density ps and p,
fluid kinematics viscosity v, acceleration of
gravity g, sediment shape factor SF,
temperature T, river width B. The idea here
is to use only measured data, not calculated
by any type of equations, and avoid of using
dimensional analysis to create
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dimensionless parameters. In case of
natural sand, the parameters psand p can
be considered constants, also the
acceleration of gravity g is constant. The
parameter of bed shear stress can be
represented in terms of shear velocity Uo,

and the parameter Cs will represent the
value of qt/ q. Sensitivity analysis is
performed using the model for all available
parameters (not published here to conserve
space). Non-effective parameters on model
results are avoided. As a result, the most
general possible form for sediment transport
function is:
Cs= <p (d50,U, U· , v, S, h) (23)

The network Fortran program is set up
with the six parameters d50,u, U·, v, Sand h
as input pattem, and with the sediment
concentration Cs in ppm as the output. The
network was trained with will shuffied data
using one hidden layer contains suitable

number of neurons (under investigation).
The input layer contains 7 neurons, while
the output layer contains one neuron. The
number of trained pattems are 200 data
sets, while the number of predicted ones
are 50 pattems.

Laboratory Data Used for Learning
The most trusting published data for

flow and sediments which comprise a wide
range of situations, are those the
experimental data which was collected by
Guy et al. [6].The data are consisting of 10
different groups. The tests were performed
in two different recirculating flumes; the
larger one was 8 ft (2.44 m) wide, 2 ft (0.61
m) deep and 150 ft (45.72 m) long, the
smaller one was 2 ft (0.61 m) wide, 2.5 ft
(0.76m) deep and 60 ft (18.29 m) long. The
ranges of variables which used are
summarized in the Table 1.

Table 1 Range of experimental data used for leanling

Flow variables RangeSediment variablesRange

Velocity

V (m/sec) 0.396 - 1.93Particle size elm (mm)0.19-0.93

Long. slope S

0.00015 - 0.0193Standard Deviationg
1.25-2.07

Water depth h (m)

0.058 - 0.405Sediment Cone. Cs(ppm)
100- 50000

Temperatw'e T (0C)

7- 34.7

Kin. Viscosity v

(cm2/sec)0.0073 - 0.0297

Shear velocity u* (m/sec)

0.02 - 0.198

Froucle NWllbel'
FrU.14- 1.7

Calibration of the network parameters
The number of neurons in hidden layer, the
a and B coefficients were determined by
calibration between actual and estimated
data through several computer run tests. In
Figure 3, number of neurons in the hidden
layer is used as a variable through a
verification graph for measured and
calculated data. Figure 4 shows the effect of
changing the coefficient on the accuracy
of predicted results. The difference is clear
for small values of sediment concentration.

Figure 5 shows the effect of 0. on the
number of iteration and the experimental
time. The parameter Bis recommended to be
in the range of (0.04 to 0.15).The best
fittings between measured and predicted
data for sediment concentration is shown in
Figure 6 , where the number of neurons in
the hidden layer =12, B=0.04, and 0.=4. The
mean value of the discrepancy ratio, Cc/Cm,
is 1.08, and the standard error of the mean
is 0.051.
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Figure 6 Calibration of the presented ANNmodel using
Guy, et al. [6]experimental data.

Verification of Model
For the purpose of verifying the present

analysis for total sediment concentration,
the model is checked by using several
independent data sets which are not used
in the derivation. The data sets which are
used in this verification have been selected
from previous experimental works and from
natural rivers observations. A pool of
laboratory data representing 558
experimental run, is prepared from different
reliable sources. Among of them, Guy,
Simons, and Richardson [6], Williams [7],
Williams [8],Taylor [9],Barton and Lin (10],
Brooks [11], and Einstein [12].The data sets
contain the measured total concentration of
sediments in clear and direct
representation. Thus, uncertainty of
unmeasured load is avoided. The data were
shuffled at random. Two hundred data set
were used for training the program. Total
load concentrations of the other 358 data
sets were predicted by the model.
Discrepancy ratio analysis is used for
comparison between the results of
presented model and the most recent and
famous traditional methods presented by
others. Discrepancy ratio = Dr = Cc / Cm ,
where Cc is the calculated total load
concentration, and Cm is the measured total
load concentration. The mean value Dr and
standard deviation are defined as

=5

=9-p
- :[0
= 30
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Figure 5 EtTectof changing on iteration number and
experimental time.
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and

a=

Also, percentages of data that can be found
in the ranges of ±25%, ±50%, and ±75% of
the predicted concentrations from every

method are presented. Ranges of
experimental data variables which are used
for verification are shown in Table 2. The
summary of comparison is presented in
Table 3. Figures 7 and 8 show a comparison
between the presented model best fit
agreement for laboratory data and
Brownlie's [2[ equation, which gives better
results than others.

Table 2 Range of experimental data used for verification

Flow variables RangeSediment variablesRange
Velocity V (m /sec )

0.24 - 2.34Particle size dm (mm)0.088 - 1.35
Long. slope S

4.5 e-05 -Sediment Cone. Cs (ppm)101 - 43790
0.0367 Water depth h (m)

0.024 - 1.54
Temperature T ( 0C )

7 - 34.7
Kin.

Viscosity 0.0073 - 0.0297
(cm2/sec) Shear velocity u * (m/ sec)

0.022 - 0.35

Froude Number Fr

0.14 - 1.7

Table 3 Accuracy of formulas for total sediment discharge, {Experimental data }

Discrepancy RatioMethod
Number

of Data
StandardPercent of Data in RanSle

sets
Meandeviation0.75-1.250.5 -1.50.25-1.75

Engelund and Hansen [1J
3581.981.9031 5663

Ackers and White(d50)[13J
3.184.35173551

Ackers and White(cb5)[13J
3.474.66153346

Yang (d50)[3J
2.251.9425 4556

Brownlie [2J
0.950.67316284

Shen and Hung [14]
2.091.9128 4660

Graf [15]
2.726.3127 4865

Inglis-Lacey [16]
5.657.128 1119

Laursen [17]
1.200.9325 5174

Toffaleti [18]
3.276.64245471

The Presented Model
1.230.76487687

Results obtained for experimental data are
encouraging for applying the technique on
canals and natural rivers data. Agroup of
280 sets of rivers data are used for
verification. These data were collected from
the Mississippi River [19}, the Rio-Grande

River [20], the Middle Loup River [21], Hii
River [22], and small streams [23]. Due to
scale effect and the different nature of
rivers, the model is applied on each river
data set in separate. Half of data sets are
used for training the model, while the other
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half for prediction of sediment
concentration. Table 4 summarizes water
and sediment data. Summary of the
comparison between the present approach
and the previous studied for rivers data are

NAGY

presented in Table 5. Figures 9 and 10
show a comparison between the presented
model best fit agreement for field dataand
Yang's [3] equation, which gives better
results than others.

Laboratory data

Brownlee 1983 .1
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Figure 7 Verification of the present model using
data

Figure 8 Verification of Brownlie's (2jequation laboratory
using laboratory data

Table 4 The range of field data used for verification

Flow variables
RangeSediment variablesRange

velocity V (m/sec)

0.25 - 2.32Particle size dm(mm)0.16 - 1.9

Long. slope S

3.4 c-05 - 0.0029Sediment Conc.Cs (ppm)13 - 9970

Water depth h (m)

0.06 - 12.28

Tempemture T (0C)

0-29

Kin. Viscosity

v(cm2/sec)0.008 - 0.02

Shear velocity

u* (m/sec)0.025 - 0.22

Froude Number Fr

0.05- 0.6
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Table 5 Accuracy of formulas fOJ"total sediment discharge, {Field data }

Numbel'ofDiscrepancy Ratio
Method

Data setsMeanStandard Percent of Data in Range
Deviation

0.75-1.250.5-1.50.25-1.75
Engelund and Hansen [I)

1403.607.35142644
Ackers and White (dso)[13)

1.824.03143355
Yang (dso)(3)

1.241.56275067
Brownlie [2J

2.245.31214359
Shen and Hrmg [141

2.063.82243550
Graf [15J

1.1912.3102227
Inglis-Lacey [16]

1.809.7992339
Laursen [17J

1.084.6061739
Toffaleti (18)

1.275.2571737
The Presented Model

1.281.21497485I

Field data
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U

Yang (1973) I /:
..... / ....

..

: .. .
- /./ ..

/~:.::::..
. . .'

- ..- .. -

102

C ppm [measured}s

Figure 9 Verification of presented model using field data.

CONCLUSIONS
A methodology developed in information
technology and computer science can be
applied within the hydraulics. The present
study illustrates one particular aspect of
hydroinformatics as an application on
environmental problems. Knowingthe data
record for sediments in some station on a
river, allows us to estimate the amount of
contaminated transported sediment in
another near location on such river or
similar ones. The artificial neural network

. model can be successfully applied for
. sediment transport phenomena when the
traditional approaches can not succeed with

102

C ppm {measured}s

Figure 10 Verification of yang's [3)equation using field
data.

the uncertainty and the stochastic nature of
the sediment movement. Providing the
model with basic hydraulics data as input
parameters using personal computer device,
accurate estimate for sediment discharge
will be obtained. Increasing input patterns
for learning, which comes from well
established data base system, willincrease
the accuracy of estimated values. Further
research is needed to develop a unique
universal model with complex threshold
function and suitable dimensionless
parameters to overcome the problems of
scale effect of different rivers and streams .
The author believes that percentage of
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sediment in .suspension to the total
sediment load is an effective parameter on
results discrepancy ratio, however no field
data are available yet to support such idea.
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